VIDEO PRODUCTION & WEB DESIGN SERVICES
SERVICE & DESCRIPTION

COST

Live Performance Videography
• Your full live set captured on 16x9 widescreen 1080p high definition digital video with high
quality stereo audio from a camera mounted shotgun microphone. Service includes the
importing of the video and audio from the video camcorder onto the computer.
Live Performance Video Compression & Upload
• Your entire performance will be edited into separate songs, and the audio levels balanced out
as best possible. Then, each video will be compressed into high quality MPEG-4 format for
uploading to any video hosting website account you choose.
Live Performance MPEG-4 Audio Tracks
• The audio levels from your live performance will be balanced out as best possible with minor
post-production adjustments. Each song is edited into a separate lossless AIFF stereo audio
file, and converted into a 256kbps MPEG-4 AAC Audio file (.m4a).
Actor’s Reel
• Your acting reel assembled according to your instructions in any resolution up to 1080p HDV
encoded for online viewing. Overall technical quality of your reel is dependent upon the
quality and resolution of the footage and materials you provide.
Actor’s Reel: Updated Edit
• Once your reel has been completed, everything will be securely stored for easy updating of
your reel in the future. This service is only to add or replace footage to your existing reel. If
you want a brand new reel edited together from scratch, it will be charged as a new reel.
Original Website Design
• A CSS & HTML based website will be designed from scratch with full original layout and
graphics based on your instructions and materials provided. Additional costs are based on the
complexity of the website you request, and the volume of time required to create it. An exact
quote and invoice will be provided after a consultation with you.
Template Based Website Design
• You will choose a website template from any website of your choosing, and it will be
customized with your graphics and content according to your instructions. No Flash based
websites accepted. Additional costs are based on the complexity of the website you request,
and the volume of time required to create it. An exact quote and invoice will be provided
after a consultation with you.

$75

$25

$35

$100
(Additional costs are dependent on extra materials that need
to be purchased or created for your reel such as animated
graphics, movie/TV program purchases, and music.)
$50
(Additional costs are dependent on extra materials that need
to be purchased or created for your reel such as animated
graphics, movie/TV program purchases, and music.)
$200

$100

A $20 minimum advance deposit is required for all services, and payment
in full must be provided before the final product is delivered for your use.

